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Abstract

This paper deals with the generalized logical framework defined by
René Thomas in the 70’s to qualitatively represent the dynamics of reg-
ulatory networks. In this formalism, a regulatory network is represented
as a graph, where nodes denote regulatory components (basically genes)
and edges denote regulations between these components. Discrete vari-
ables are associated to regulatory components accounting for their levels
of expression. In most cases, Boolean variables are enough, but some situ-
ations may require further values. Despite this fact, the majority of tools
dedicated to the analysis of logical models are restricted to the Boolean
case. A formal Boolean mapping of multivalued logical models is a natural
way of extending the applicability of these tools.

Three decades ago, a multivalued to Boolean variable mapping was
proposed by P. Van Ham. Since then, all works related to multivalued
logical models and using a Boolean representation rely on this particular
mapping. We formally show in this paper that this mapping is actually the
sole, up to cosmetic changes, that could preserve the regulatory structures
of the underlying graphs as well as their dynamical behaviours.

Keywords: Gene Regulatory Networks; Boolean modelling; Multi-
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1 Introduction

The generalized logical modelling of regulatory networks, introduced by R. Tho-
mas and collaborators [26, 25], was successfully applied to study networks con-
trolling various biological processes including the segmentation of the Drosophila
embryo (e.g. [20, 21, 5, 19] ), the cell cycle in eukaryotes (see [7] for a review),
the activation and differentiation of T lymphocytes [11, 12, 13, 18].

In brief, in this formalism, a regulatory network is represented as a graph
where the nodes represent the regulatory components and the edges represent
the regulations. Each regulatory component is associated to a discrete variable
accounting for its functional level (of expression, concentration or activity).
Observing that regulatory effects generally occur around specific thresholds, for
each component, its associated (Boolean) variable corresponds to a discretiza-
tion of its activity range, accounting for situations where the actual level of
the component is below or above the threshold (respectively 0 or 1). Finally,
the evolution of each component level is defined according to the levels of its
regulators and an updating rule (synchronous, asynchronous, . . . ).

In most cases, Boolean variables adequately convey the role of regulatory
components but, in some situations, this all-or-none description might be too
crude; it may be necessary to consider further levels when, for example, a com-
ponent does not act at similar levels on the components that it regulates, or
when its effect on a component differs depending on its functional level. To take
into account such cases, multivalued variables were introduced [25]. However,
it should be noted that increasing the range of values taken by the component
levels increases the complexity of the model and hence its analysis.

In [28], a Boolean mapping was introduced that amounts to associate, for
each regulatory component, one Boolean variable to each threshold. This map-
ping was used to set up the generalized logical framework and to relate it to the
differential description [28, 26, 23]. More recently, a number of theoretical works
on methods to analyse logical models have been published. Most of these works
focus on Boolean models, for instance concerning the relationships between reg-
ulatory circuits and dynamical properties (e.g. [3, 17, 16]), the delineation of
the structures of the dynamics and their attractors (e.g. [8, 29, 22]) or the
identification of functional modules [27]. A great literature is also devoted to
Boolean networks, in the same vein as [9] and [10]. For a recent review, see [4]
and the references herein. The work presented here might help to transpose the
results obtained about Boolean models onto the multivalued case. Anyhow, a
proper Boolean mapping allows the use of implementations of Boolean methods
to analyse multivalued models.

In this paper, we focus on Boolean mappings of multivalued logical models.
Various Boolean mappings have been considered in computer science, especially
in the community working on propositional reasoning [2]. Notably, the Van
Ham Boolean mapping has been adopted as the one that should be used in the
case of logical models of regulatory networks. Here, we formally prove that it is
indeed the case since this is the sole Boolean mapping, up to cosmetic changes
(by switching 0 and 1 or by adding constant Boolean components), that could
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preserve both the structures of the regulatory networks and their dynamical
behaviours.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce basic defini-
tions and notations, notably the Van Ham Boolean mapping [28], we present a
formal statement of the problem and we prove our main result. This states that
the Van Ham mapping is essentially the sole which satisfies basic requirements
in keeping dynamical and regulatory features. Section 3 intends to provide the
reader with the intuition of this mapping and to discuss key related issues. For
this purpose, we present the graph-based representations of the dynamics and
illustrate the main points of the paper on a published model. The paper ends
with some conclusions and prospects.

2 Formal results

2.1 Dynamics and regulatory networks

We note G the (finite) set of regulatory components and consider a G-dimensioned
vector m where mg is a positive integer representing the maximum level which
can be reached by g, for all g ∈ G. In other words, the level of the component
g takes its value in {0, . . . ,mg}.

A configuration of the system is an element of C(G,m) =
∏

g∈G{0, . . . ,mg}.
The g-coordinate of a configuration x ∈ C(G,m) is noted xg. The distance
d(x, x′) between two configurations x and x′ is defined as d(x, x′) =

∑
g∈G |xg−

x′g|. We say that two configurations x and x′ are direct neighbours if d(x, x′) = 1.

Let g ∈ G, δ ∈ {−1, 1} and x ∈ C(G,m). The notation x(g,δ) designates
the direct neighbour of the configuration x where the g-coordinate moves in the
direction δ:

• x
(g,δ)
g = xg + δ if 0 ≤ (xg + δ) ≤mg,

• x
(g,δ)
g = xg if (xg + δ) < 0 or (xg + δ) > mg,

• x
(g,δ)
g′ = xg′ if g′ �= g.

A dynamics over a set of regulatory components of G is represented by an
evolution function f from Df ⊆ C(G,m) to Df . In practical applications, we have
generally Df = C(G,m), that is f is defined over the whole configuration space,
but it will not be necessarily the case for the evolution functions considered in
this paper.

A particular case of such evolution function arises when the maximum levels
vector is of the form m = (1, . . . , 1) = 1. All components take values in {0, 1}
and we deal with a so-called Boolean dynamics [16].

The regulatory network associated to f is the directed graph Rf where the
set of vertices is G and the edges are signed, i.e. labelled by {+,−} and defined
in the following way. Let g, g′ be two components of G and σ ∈ {+,−}. We
have (g, g′, σ) in Rf if there exists a configuration x ∈ Df with x(g,1) ∈ Df and
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such that f(x(g,1))g′ �= f(x)g′ and σ is the sign of (f(x(g,1))g′ − f(x)g′ ). In other
words, there is an edge from g to g′ if f defines a regulatory effect of g onto
g′, that is the evolution (next level) of component g′ in a given configuration
depends on the level of component g in this configuration (see Section 3 for
an illustration). Notice that it is possible to have simultaneously (g, g′, +) and
(g, g′,−) in a same regulatory graph.

2.2 Boolean mappings of dynamics

The object of the paper is to explore generic ways to recode a set of multival-
ued configurations of C(G,m) into a set of Boolean configurations included in
C(G′,1), where G′ is a set of regulatory components, in such a way that they
allow to transform multivalued dynamics over C(G,m) into Boolean dynamics
over C(G′,1). This can be done in a very natural way when the recoding is
one-to-one.

Let f be an evolution function defined over Df ⊆ C(G,m). Under a one-
to-one map b defined from C(G,m) to Imb(C(G,m)) ⊆ C(Gb,1), where Gb is a
set of regulatory components, f induces its conjugated evolution function fb over
Dfb = Imb(Df) ⊆ C(Gb,1) defined by:

fb(y) = b ◦ f ◦ b−1(y), for all y ∈ Dfb .

The definition of fb can be represented by the following diagram:

Df
f
−→ Df

b ↓ ↓ b

Dfb
fb−→ Dfb

As for any evolution function, a regulatory network, noted Rfb , is associated
to this conjugated evolution function fb.

The following definition formalizes the Van Ham Boolean mapping, referred
to in the text below as b0.

Definition 1 Let G be a set of components and m the vector of their maximum
values. A set of mg Boolean components {hg

1, . . . , h
g
mg
} is associated to each

component g of G. The set Gb0 is defined as
⋃

g∈G{h
g
1, . . . , h

g
mg
}. The map

b0 associates to each configuration x of C(G,m), the configuration b0(x) of
C(Gb0 ,1) which is such that, for all components g,

• b0(x)h
g
w

= 1 for all 1 ≤ w ≤ xg ;

• b0(x)h
g
w

= 0 for all xg < w ≤mg .

Hence, we have
∑

mg

w=1 b0(x)h
g
w

= xg. Figure 1 illustrates the mapping b0.
From its definition, b0 associates each value v of the multivalued g-coordinate xg

of a configuration x to a unique configuration of the subset of Boolean compo-
nents (hg

1, h
g
2, . . . , h

g
mg

) corresponding to g. The map b0 is basically one-to-one.
Note that, except when m = 1, we have Imb0(Df) �= C(Gb0 ,1). Indeed some
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configurations are not considered in the conjugated dynamics, that are such
that hg

v < hg
w with 1 ≤ v < w ≤ mg. We will say that these configurations are

not admissible.

xg b0(x)h
g
1

b0(x)h
g
2

b0(x)h
g
3

b0(x)h
g
4

. . . b0(x)h
g
mg

0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
1 1 0 0 0 . . . 0
2 1 1 0 0 . . . 0
3 1 1 1 0 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

mg 1 1 1 1 . . . 1

Figure 1: Illustration of the Van Ham Boolean mapping b0, showing the relation-
ships between the multivalued variable xg and its associated Boolean variables
h

g
1, h

g
2, . . . , hg

mg
. There are exactly mg + 1 configurations allowed and, for ex-

ample, a configuration with h
g
1 = 0 and h

g
2 = 1 is not admissible (i.e. does not

belong to Dfb0
).

2.3 Statement of the problem

In order to be relevant in a biological study, a conjugated Boolean dynamics has
to be related to the initial one in such an amount that observations made over
the Boolean system can be somehow interpreted in the initial one. We are thus
interested in generic Boolean maps b for which the conjugated Boolean dynamics
both keeps the basic topological properties of the initial multivalued dynamics
and is such that the conjugated regulatory networks contain somehow the same
information as that of the initial regulatory networks. After introducing some
distinguished subsets of Gb, we give the formal counterparts of keeping dynamics
topological properties and regulatory features.

Let us consider a component g ∈ G. We note Δb,g the set of components
h ∈ Gb such that there exists a configuration x ∈ Df with b(x(g,1))h �= b(x)h.
Intuitively, the Boolean components of Δb,g are the ones which are used by b
to follow the evolutions of the g-coordinate. For instance, with the notations of
Definition 1, we have Δb0,g = {hg

1, . . . , h
g
mg
}.

A map b is neighbour-preserving if for all configurations x ∈ C(G,m), all
components g ∈ G and all δ ∈ {−1, 1}, there exists a component h ∈ Gb and
δ′ ∈ {−1, 1} such that b(x(g,δ)) = [b(x)](h,δ′). In other words, two direct neigh-
bour configurations in Df are mapped to two direct neighbour configurations in
Imb(Df). For a neighbour-preserving map b and a component g ∈ G, we have
h ∈ Δb,g if and only if there exists a configuration x ∈ Df and δ in {−1, 1} with
b(x(g,1)) = [b(x)](h,δ).

We are interested in maps b for which it is possible to reconstruct Rf , the
initial regulatory network, from Rfb , the one determined by the conjugated
Boolean dynamics. Formally, we say that a map b is regulatory-preserving, if
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there exists a transformation Hb from the set of regulatory networks over Gb to
the set of regulatory networks over G such that Hb(Rfb) = Rf for all evolution
functions f over C(G,m).

The main object of this work is to characterize the maps b from C(G,m)
to C(Gb,1) which are both one-to-one, neighbour- and regulatory-preserving. A
direct consequence of the definitions is that the Van Ham mapping b0 verifies
all these properties. We will show that in fact all the Boolean maps sharing
these properties are strongly related to the Van Ham mapping b0.

2.4 Characterization

The following proposition shows that if a neighbour-preserving one-to-one map
b is regulatory-preserving, then each component of Gb can be used to follow the
evolution of at most one component g of G (in the sense it belongs to Δb,g).
Note that some of the components of Gb can be not used at all.

Proposition 1 Let b be a neighbour-preserving one-to-one map from C(G,m)
to C(Gb,1). If b is regulatory-preserving then we have Δb,g ∩Δb,g′ = ∅ for all
g and g′ in G such that g �= g′.

Proof : Assume there exist two components g and g′ in G with g �= g′ and a
component h ∈ Δb,g ∩Δb,g′ . The fact that b is neighbour-preserving altogether
with h ∈ Δb,g ∩Δb,g′ imply there are two configurations x and x′ in C(G,m),

δ and δ′ in {−1, 1} such that x(g,1) �= x, b(x(g,1)) = [b(x)](h,δ), x′(g
′,1) �= x′

and b(x′(g
′,1)) = [b(x′)](h,δ′) . Let g′′ be a component of G. We consider the

evolution function f defined for all configurations y ∈ Df = C(G,m) by:

f(y) =

{
x if yg′′ = 0 ,

x(g,1) if yg′′ ≥ 1 .

In the case where δ = δ′, we define the evolution function f′ over Df′ =
C(G,m) by :

f′(y) =

{
x′ if yg′′ = 0 ,

x′(g
′,1) if yg′′ ≥ 1 .

If δ �= δ′, the evolution function f′ is defined by:

f′(y) =

{
x′(g

′,1) if yg′′ = 0 ,
x′ if yg′′ ≥ 1 .

In short, the regulatory networkRf contains only one edge, which is (g′′, g, +)
and Rf′ contains only one edge, which is (g′′, g′, σ), where σ is the sign of the
product δδ′.

The conjugated evolution function fb of f is then defined over Imb(C(G,m))
by:

fb(b(y)) =

{
b(x) if yg′′ = 0 ,

[b(x)](h,δ) if yg′′ ≥ 1 .
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The definition of f′ ensures that the evolution function f′b conjugated to f′

verifies for all b(y) ∈ Imb(C(G,m)):

f′b(b(y)) =

{
p if yg′′ = 0 ,
p(h,δ) if yg′′ ≥ 1 ,

where p is equal to b(x′) or b(x′(g
′,1)) depending on the sign of the product

δδ′.
From its expression, fb (resp. f′b) takes values in {b(x), [b(x)](h,δ)} (resp. in

{p, p(h,δ)}). Moreover, we have, for all configurations q ∈ Imb(C(G,m)), fb(q) =
b(x) (resp. fb(q) = [b(x)](h,δ)) if and only if f′b(q) = p (resp. f′b(q) = p(h,δ)).
It follows that Rfb = Rf′

b
. Since Rf �= Rf′ , we cannot have simultaneously

Hb(Rfb) = Rf and Hb(Rf′
b
) = Rf′ , whatever the transformation Hb from the

set of regulatory networks over Gb to the set of regulatory networks over G.
As a consequence, the map b cannot be regulatory-preserving and we get our
conclusion. �

The next proposition implies that if b is both neighbour- and regulatory-
preserving then, for all components h ∈ Δb,g, the h-coordinates b(x)h depend
only on xg.

Proposition 2 Let b be a neighbour-preserving one-to-one map from C(G,m)
to C(Gb,1). If b is such that for all g and g′ in G with g �= g′, Δb,g ∩Δb,g′ = ∅
then for all components g ∈ G, all levels 0 ≤ v ≤ mg, there exists a partial
Boolean configuration βg,v ∈ {0, 1}Δb,g such that for all configurations x ∈
C(G,m), we have xg = v if and only if b(x)h = β

g,v
h for all h ∈ Δb,g.

Proof : Let g be a component of G and x a configuration in C(G,m). We prove
that for all x′ ∈ C(G,m), xg = x′g implies b(x)h = b(x′)h for all h ∈ Δb,g

by induction over the distance d(x, x′). It is basically true when d(x, x′) = 0.
Assume that the property holds for all x′′ such that d(x, x′′) ≤ k and let x′ be
a configuration such that xg = x′g and d(x, x′) = k +1. There is a configuration
y with xg = yg, d(x, y) = k and d(y, x′) = 1. In other words y and x′ are

direct neighbours and we can write y = x′(g
′,δ) for a component g′ �= g and

δ ∈ {−1, 1}. Since b is neighbour-preserving, there exists h′ ∈ Gb such that
b(x′)h′ �= b(x′(g

′,δ))h′ = b(y)h′ . By definition h′ belongs to Δb,g′ and, with
g′ �= g and our assumption, h′ cannot be an element of Δb,g. So we have
b(y)h = b(x′)h for all h ∈ Δb,g, and by induction hypothesis b(x)h = b(y)h for
all h ∈ Δb,g.

Reciprocally, the proof of the fact that if z and z′ are two configurations
of C(Gb,1) such that zh = z′h for all h ∈ Δb,g, then b−1(z)g = b−1(z′)g, can
also be done by induction over the distance d(z, z′). Assume the property true
for all z′′ such that d(z, z′′) ≤ k (it is basically true for k = 0) and let z′ be a
configuration such that zh = z′h for all h ∈ Δb,g and d(z, z′) = k + 1. Let h′ be
such that zh′ �= z′h′ , thus, with what precedes, h′ �∈ Δb,g. Let us now consider

the configuration t = z′(h
′,zh′−z′

h′
). The definition of t ensures that d(z, t) = k

and, from the induction hypothesis, we have b−1(t)g = b−1(z)g. It remains to
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prove that b−1(t)g = b−1(z′)g. Let us note x = b−1(t) and y = b−1(z′) and
assume that xg �= yg. We define the configuration x′ by x′g = xg and x′g′ = yg′

for all components g′ �= g. There exists a path of components x[0], x[1], . . .x[n]

in C(G,m) such that x[0] = x, x[n] = x′, x[i]g = xg and x[i] is a direct neighbour
of x[i−1], for all 0 < i ≤ n. The fact that the sets Δb,g′ are disjoint ensures that,
for all 0 < i ≤ n, b(x[i])h = b(x[i−1])h for all h ∈ Δb,g, since x[i]g = x[i−1]g and
a component h ∈ Δb,g not satisfying the preceding equality would belong to a
set Δb,g′ with g′ �= g. At this point, we have b(x′)h = b(x)h = b(y)h for all
h ∈ Δb,g, x′g �= yg and x′g′ = yg′ for all components g′ �= g. Since b is one-to-one,
there is a component h′ ∈ Gb such that b(x′)h′ �= b(y)h′ , thus h′ �∈ Δb,g. Let us
consider the path of components y[0], y[1], . . . y[yg−x′g] (we assume yg > x′g, the
other case being symmetrical), defined for all 0 ≤ i ≤ (yg − x′g) by y[i]g = x′g + i

and y[i]g′ = x′g′ = yg′ for all components g′ �= g. Since b(x′)h′ �= b(y)h′ , there
exists an integer 0 < i ≤ (yg − x′g) such that b(y[i−1])h′ �= b(y[i])h′ , which is in

contradiction with the fact that h′ �∈ Δb,g because y[i] = y[i−1]
(g,1). It follows

that xg = b−1(t)g = b−1(z′)g = yg, which, altogether with b−1(t)g = b−1(z)g,
allow us to conclude that b−1(z)g = b−1(z′)g and to end the proof. �

The next proposition establishes that each level of a component g in G
uniquely relates to a component h ∈ Δb,g and reciprocally.

Proposition 3 Let b be a neighbour- and regulatory-preserving one-to-one map
from C(G,m) to C(Gb,1).

For all g ∈ G and all levels 1 ≤ v ≤ mg there exists a unique component
hg

v ∈ Δb,g such that, for all configurations x ∈ C(G,m), we have b(x(g,1))h
g
v
�=

b(x)h
g
v

if and only if xg = v − 1.
Reciprocally, for all components h ∈ Δb,g, there exists a unique level 1 ≤

vh ≤ mg such that, for all configurations x ∈ C(G,m), we have b(x(g,1))h �=
b(x)h if and only if xg = vh − 1.

Proof : From Proposition 2 and by using its notations, a configuration x ∈
C(G,m) is such that xg = v if and only if we have b(x)h = β

g,v
h for all h ∈ Δb,g.

For all 1 ≤ v ≤ mg, there exists a unique hg
v ∈ Δb,g such that β

g,v−1
h

g
v

�=

β
g,v

h
g
v

: existence comes from the fact that b is one-to-one and unicity from the
neighbour-preserving property. This proves the first assertion.

Let us assume that, for g ∈ G and h ∈ Δb,g, there exist two levels 1 ≤ v, v′ ≤
mg with v �= v′ and two configurations x and x′ in C(G,m) with xg = v− 1 and
x′g = v′ − 1 such that b(x(g,1))h �= b(x)h and b(x′(g,1))h �= b(x′)h. Without loss
of generality, we assume that v < v′, and, possibly by replacing v′ by a smaller
level, that there exists no level v′′ such that v < v′′ < v′ and b(x′′(g,1))h �= b(x′′)h

for any configuration x′′ with x′′g = v′′. Considering Proposition 2 and the

Boolean character of component h, it comes out that b(x(g,1)) = b(x)(h,δ) and
b(x′(g,1)) = b(x′)(h,δ′) where δ and δ′ are two elements of {−1, 1} such that
δ = −δ′.

Let g′ be a component of G and let us consider the evolution function f
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defined for all configurations y in Df = {z ∈ C(G,m) | zg′ ≤ 1} by:

f(y) =

{
x if yg′ = 0 ,

x(g,1) if yg′ = 1 .

We define the evolution function f′ over Df′ = Df by:

f′(y) =

{
x′(g,1) if yg′ = 0 ,
x′ if yg′ = 1 .

The regulatory network Rf contains only one edge, which is (g′, g, +) and
Rf′ contains only one edge, which is (g′, g,−).

Let h
g′

0 be the unique (see above) component of Gb such that b(y(g′,1))
h

g′

0

�=

b(y)
h

g′

0

for all configurations y ∈ C(G,m) with yg′ = 0. We are in the conditions

of Proposition 2 and we note δ′′, the difference β
g′,1

h
g′

0

− β
g′,0

h
g′

0

(which belongs to

{−1, 1}). For all y ∈ C(G,m) with yg′ = 0, we have b(y(g′,1))
h

g′

0

− b(y)
h

g′

0

= δ′′.

The evolution functions fb and f′b, conjugated to f and f′ respectively, are
defined for all b(y) ∈ Imb(Df), by:

fb(b(y)) =

{
b(x) if yg′ = 0 ,

b(x(g,1)) if yg′ = 1

and

f′b(b(y)) =

{
b(x′(g,1)) if yg′ = 0 ,
b(x′) if yg′ = 1 .

With the current assumptions, notations and by setting a = β
g′,0

h
g′

0

, these

definitions can be rewritten for all t ∈ Imb(Df) as:

fb(t) =

{
b(x) if t

h
g′

0

= a ,

[b(x)](h,δ) if t
h

g′

0

= a + δ′′

and

f′b(t) =

{
[b(x′)](h,δ′) if t

h
g′

0

= a ,

b(x′) if t
h

g′

0

= a + δ′′ .

We recall that we have δ′ = −δ. It follows that the regulatory networks Rfb

and Rf′
b

are equal. They both contain only one edge which is (hg′

0 , h, σ) where
σ is the sign of δδ′′ = (−δ′)δ′′.

Since Rf �= Rf′ , there cannot exist a transformation Hb from the set of
regulatory networks over Gb to the set of regulatory networks over G such that
both Hb(Rfb) = Rf and Hb(Rf′

b
) = Rf′ . This is in contradiction with the

fact that the map b is regulatory-preserving and we get the proof of the second
assertion of the proposition. �

Before stating our main result, we need the following technical lemma.
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Lemma 1 Let b be a map from C(G,m) to C(Gb,1). If a component h ∈ Gb is
such that there exist two configurations x and y in C(G,m) with b(x)h �= b(y)h

then there exists a component g ∈ G such that h ∈ Δb,g.

Proof : The fact that b is a map and b(x)h �= b(y)h ensures that x �= y, thus
d(x, y) > 0. There exists a path of configurations x[0], x[1], . . .x[d(x,y)] in C(G,m)
such that x[0] = x, x[d(x,y)] = y and x[i] is a direct neighbour of x[i−1] (with
d(x[i−1], x[i]) = 1), for all 0 < i ≤ d(x, y). Such a path can be built iteratively by

setting x[0] = x and, for all 0 < i ≤ d(x, y), by defining x[i] as [x[i−1]]

“
g,

yg−xg

|yg−xg |

”

where g is a component of G such that yg �= x[i]g (since at each step we have
d(x[i−1], y) = d(x, y) − i + 1, such a component g exists). Let now consider
the image of such a path by b. Since b(x[0])h �= b(x[d(x,y)])h, there exists an
integer 0 < j ≤ d(x, y) such that b(x[j−1])h �= b(x[j])h. Moreover, the fact that
d(x[i−1], x[i]) = 1 implies that we have either x[i−1]

(g,1) = x[i] or x[i]
(g,1) = x[i−1]

for a component g ∈ G. This matches the definition that h ∈ Δb,g. �

Our main theorem states that a one-to-one, neighbour- and regulatory-
preserving map has a very special form.

Theorem 1 A map b from C(G,m) to C(Gb,1) is one-to-one, neighbour- and
regulatory-preserving if and only if:

1. the set {Δb,g | g ∈ G} partitions a subset of Gb;

2. for all components g ∈ G, the set Δb,g contains exactly mg components and
there exists a numbering {h1, . . . , hmg

} of the components of Δb,g which
is such that, for all configurations x ∈ C(G,m) and all levels 0 ≤ v ≤mg,
we have xg ≤ v if and only if b(x)hw

= b(0)hw
for all levels w > v, where

0 is the configuration (0, 0, . . . , 0) of C(G,m).

Proof : Let b be a one-to-one, neighbour- and regulatory-preserving map from
C(G,m) to C(Gb,1). Assertion 1 is nothing but a restatement of Proposition 1.

With the notations and results of Proposition 2, Proposition 3 implies that
there exists a natural one-to-one and onto map ϕg between elements of Δb,g and

{1, . . . ,mg}, where ϕg(h) is the unique level of g such that β
g,ϕg(h)−1
h �= β

g,ϕg(h)
h .

It follows that Δb,g contains mg components.
To finish to prove Assertion 2, let us take ϕg as numbering of Δb,g. For a

configuration x ∈ C(G,m) and h ∈ Δb,g, we have b(x(g,1))h �= b(x)h if and only
if xg = ϕg(h)−1 (Proposition 3). For all configurations x with 0 ≤ xg < ϕg(h)−

1, we have b(x(g,1))h = b(x)h, thus, with Proposition 2, β
g,xg+1
h = β

g,xg

h =

β
g,0
h = b(0)h. Since h is a Boolean component, β

g,ϕg(h)−1
h �= β

g,ϕg(h)
h means

that β
g,ϕg(h)
h = 1− b(0)h. As previously, for all configurations x with ϕg(h) ≤

xg < mg, we have b(x(g,1))h = b(x)h, thus, β
g,xg

h = β
g,ϕg(h)
h = 1 − b(0)h. We

conclude that, for all configurations x ∈ C(G,m), we have b(x)h = b(0)h if and
only if 0 ≤ xg < ϕg(h).
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Reciprocally, if a Boolean mapping b satisfies Assertions 1 and 2 then b is ba-
sically one-to-one and neighbour-preserving. To show that it is also regulatory-
preserving, we define the transformation Ub from the set of regulatory networks
over Gb to the set of regulatory networks over G by: an edge (g, g′, σ) belongs
to Ub(Rfb) if and only if there exists an edge (h, h′, σ′) in Rfb with h ∈ Δb,g,
h′ ∈ Δb,g′ , σ′ = σ if b(0)h = b(0)h′ and σ′ = −σ otherwise. We have to show
that if Assertions 1 and 2 are granted then Ub(Rfb) = Rf .

Rf ⊆ Ub(Rfb)

By definition, there is an edge (g′, g, σ) in Rf if and only if there exists a con-
figuration x ∈ Df such that x(g′,1) ∈ Df , f(x(g′,1))g �= f(x)g and the sign of

(f(x(g′,1))g − f(x)g) is σ. We detail only the case where (g′, g, +) ∈ Rf , i.e.

f(x(g′,1))g > f(x)g , the case where (g′, g,−) ∈ Rf being symmetrical. With the
numbering {h1, . . . , hmg

} of Δb,g considered in Assertion 2, we have b(f(x))hv
=

b(0)hv
and b(f(x(g′,1)))hv

= 1− b(0)hv
, for all levels f(x)g < v ≤ f(x(g′,1))g (for

all other levels v, b(f(x(g′,1)))hv
= b(f(x))hv

). Let us note v′ the level xg′ . Again
Assertion 2 implies that there exists a unique component h′v′ of Δb,g′ such that

b(x)h′
v′

= b(0)h′
v′

and b(x(g′,1))h′
v′

= 1 − b(0)h′
v′

. Putting all together, we

get that, for all levels f(x)g < v < f(x(g′,1))g, we have (h′v′ , hv, +) ∈ Rfb if
b(0)h′

v′
= b(0)hv

, and (h′v′ , hv,−) ∈ Rfb otherwise. In other words, an edge

(g′, g, +) in Rf comes always with at least one edge (h, h′, σ′) in Rfb where
h ∈ Δb,g, h′ ∈ Δb,g′ , σ′ = + if b(0)h = b(0)h′ and σ′ = − otherwise. The
existence of an edge (g′, g,−) in Rf leads to a symmetrical conclusion.

Ub(Rfb) ⊆ Rf

Let us now assume that there is an edge (h′, h, +) in Rfb . This means that
we have a configuration t ∈ Imb(Df) with t(h

′,1) ∈ Imb(Df) and such that
fb(t(h

′,1))h > fb(t)h. We first prove that there exists a unique component g ∈
G (resp. g′ ∈ G) such that h ∈ Δb,g (resp. h′ ∈ Δb,g′). Configurations t

and t(h
′,1) are assumed to belong to Imb(Df), which, by construction, implies

that fb(t(h
′,1))h ∈ Imb(Df) and fb(t)h ∈ Imb(Df). Applying Lemma 1 to the

reciprocal images by b of fb(t(h
′,1))h and fb(t)h (resp. of t and t(h

′,1)) gives us
the existence of g (resp. of g′) while unicity comes from Assertion 1. Assertion
2 then ensures that a numbering of Δb,g (resp. of Δb,g′) has a strong property.
These numberings are noted ϕg and ϕg′ respectively, i.e. ϕg(h) denotes the
number/level associated to h ∈ Δb,g. From Assertion 2, the configurations

b−1(t) and b−1(t(h
′,1)) are such that b−1(t(h

′,1)) = [b−1(t)](g
′,δ′), where δ′ = 1

if b(0)h′ = 0 and δ′ = −1 otherwise. The fact that fb(t(h
′,1))h > fb(t)h means

that we have fb(t(h
′,1))h = 1 and fb(t)h = 0. Again with Assertion 2, this implies

that:

• if b(0)h = 0 then b−1(fb(t))g < ϕg(h) and b−1(fb(t(h
′,1)))g ≥ ϕg(h),

• if b(0)h = 1 then b−1(fb(t))g ≥ ϕg(h) and b−1(fb(t(h
′,1)))g < ϕg(h).
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We have b−1(fb(t)) = f(b−1(t)) and b−1(fb(t(h
′,1))) = f(b−1(t(h

′,1))). With all
that precedes we have an edge (g′, g, σ) with σ = + if b(0)h′ = b(0)h and σ = −
otherwise. The case of an edge (h′, h,−) in Rfb is symmetrical.

Finally, there is an edge (g, g′, σ) in Ub(Rfb) if and only if there is an edge
(h, h′, σ′) in Rfb with h ∈ Δb,g, h′ ∈ Δb,g′ , σ = σ′ if b(0)h = b(0)h′ and
σ = −σ′ otherwise. With the definition of Ub, this implies that Ub(Rfb) = Rf :
the map b is regulatory-preserving. �

The following corollary explicits the relation between a one-to-one, neighbour-
and regulatory-preserving map and the Van Ham mapping b0. It says that, if
we require that all the Boolean components are used by a Boolean map b (i.e.
their coordinates have to be different in at least two images by b), the map b0

defined in Section 2.2 is, up to switching 0 and 1 in the Boolean components,
the only one which is both one-to-one, neighbour- and regulatory-preserving.

Corollary 1 Let b be a map from C(G,m) to C(Gb,1) such that for all h ∈ Gb

there exist two configurations x and y in C(G,m) with b(x)h �= b(y)h. The
map b is one-to-one, neighbour- and regulatory-preserving if and only if for all
configurations x ∈ C(G,m) and for all components h ∈ Gb, we have:

b(x)h =

{
b0(x)h if b(0)h = 0 ,
1− b0(x)h if b(0)h = 1 ,

where 0 is the configuration (0, 0, . . . , 0) of C(G,m).

Proof : Lemma 1 ensures that, under the assumptions of the corollary, for all
components h ∈ Gb, there exists a component g ∈ G such that h ∈ Δb,g.
By applying Theorem 1 to this case, Assertion 1 implies that {Δb,g | g ∈ G}
partitions the whole set Gb. The relation between images by map b and images
by map b0 follows from Assertion 2 and Definition 1. �

The proof of the following corollary comes directly with Theorem 1.

Corollary 2 Let b be a neighbour- and regulatory-preserving one-to-one map
from C(G,m) to C(Gb,1). For all x, y ∈ C(G,m), we have d(x, y) = d(b(x), b(y)).

In other words, if a one-to-one map is both neighbour- and regulatory-
preserving, it keeps the topological structure of the dynamics much beyond
the direct-neighbours conservation.

3 Discussion and illustration

In this section, we first discuss the application of the Van Ham Boolean mapping
b0, in particular concerning the representation of the dynamics in terms of state
transition graphs. A simple illustration is provided, based on a published model
of the p53-Mdm2 network [1].
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3.1 Graph representations of the dynamics

Temporal behaviours of logical regulatory networks can be represented as state
transition graphs (called graphs of sequences of states in [26]), in which vertices
represent logical states and edges account for transitions between states. This
representation gathers paths that the systems can follow and conveniently sup-
ports the analysis of dynamical properties such as the existence of stable states,
complex attractors, etc (see e.g. [15]). Hence, it is important to make sure of
the impact of the Boolean mapping b0 on this structure.

The asynchronous and synchronous state transition graphs (STG) of an evo-
lution function f are two different ways of representing the dynamics induced by
f. So far, in the multivalued case, STG have always been constructed under an
additional constraint which is a stepwise change of the component values, i.e.
there is a transition from a configuration x to a configuration y, both in Df , if:

• in an asynchronous updating: there exists g ∈ G such that y = x(g,δ) with

δ =
f(x)g−xg

|f(x)g−xg|
,

• in a synchronous updating: for all g ∈ G such that f(x)g �= xg, yg =

xg +
f(x)g−xg

|f(x)g−xg|
, and for all g′ ∈ G such that f(x)g′ = xg′ , yg′ = xg′ .

Note that, in the asynchronous case, edges (or transitions) in the STG con-
nect only direct neighbours.

Proposition 4 Let f be an evolution function over Df ⊆ C(G,m). The asyn-
chronous STG of fb0 is isomorphic to the asynchronous STG of f.

Proof : Since b0 is one-to-one, it associates to each configuration of Df a unique
configuration in Dfb0

= Imb0(Df) and reciprocally. To finish to prove that b0 is
a graph isomorphism between the two STG, we have to show that there is an
edge from a configuration x to a configuration y in the asynchronous STG of
f if and only if there is an edge from b0(x) to b0(y) in the asynchronous STG
of fb0 . We recall that an edge of an asynchronous STG is either of the form
(x, x(g,1)) or of the form (x, x(g,−1)), for a configuration x and a component g.
We consider only the case where there is an edge of the first form, the other one
being symmetrical.

By definition, there is an edge (x, x(g,1)) in the asynchronous STG of f if and
only if xg < f(x)g . From Definition 1 and with its notations, this inequality is
equivalent to:

• b0(x)h
g
v

= b0(f(x))h
g
v

= fb0(b0(x))h
g
v

for all levels v with 1 ≤ v ≤ xg or
f(x)g < v ≤mg ,

• b0(x)h
g
v

< b0(f(x))h
g
v

= fb0(b0(x))h
g
v

for all levels v with xg < v ≤ f(x)g .

Among all the Boolean components hg
v with xg < v ≤ f(x)g , there is only h

g
xg+1

which is such that [b0(x)]
(hg

xg+1,1)
belongs to Dfb0

. Moreover [b0(x)]
(hg

xg+1,1)
=
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b0(x
(g,1)), hence all the preceding is equivalent to have an edge (b0(x), b0(x

(g,1)))
in the asynchronous STG of fb0 .

Reciprocally, let us assume that there is an edge (b0(x), b0(y)) in the asyn-
chronous STG of fb0 . From the definition of the asynchronous STG, this im-
plies the existence of a component h ∈ Gb0 such that either b0(y) = b0(x)(h,1)

or b0(y) = b0(x)(h,−1). Let us assume that we are in the first case (the other
one being symmetrical). From Definition 1 and with its notation, if both b0(x)
and b0(x)(h,1) belong to Dfb0

then there exists a component g ∈ G such that

h = h
g
xg+1. It comes that y = x(g,1). Moreover, an edge (b0(x), b0(y)) belongs

to the asynchronous STG of fb0 only if fb0(b0(x))h
g
v

> b0(x)h
g
v
, which is itself

equivalent to f(x)g > xg (Definition 1) and thus there is an edge (x, y) in the
asynchronous STG of f. �

Note that when the evolution function f, defined on C(G,m), is such that |f(x)g−
xg| ≤ 1, ∀g ∈ G and ∀x ∈ C(G,m), the STG of f (synchronous or asynchronous)
is isomorphic to the STG of fb0 . However, if there exists g ∈ G and x ∈ C(G,m)
with |f(x)g − xg| > 1, the synchronous STG of fb0 is no longer isomorphic to
that of f (see Figure 2). In this case, it is always possible to consider a modified
function f′ defined from f as follows: ∀g ∈ G, ∀x ∈ C(G,m), if f(x)g = xg then

f′(x)g = xg, otherwise f′(x)g = xg+
f(x)g−xg

|f(x)g−xg|
. Then the synchronous STG (resp.

the asynchronous STG) of f′ and of f′b0
are isomorphic. It must be noticed that

this procedure has a drawback: although the asynchronous STG of f′ obviously
equals that of f, the regulatory networks Rf and Rf′ are not the same. For
a general dynamics f, f(x)g , the g-level of the image of a configuration x, only
depends on the levels of the regulators of g and not on its own level xg, except in
the case where g is auto-regulated. In contrast with the corresponding modified
dynamics f′, level f′(x)g is, whenever f(x)g �= xg, one step up or down from
the current g-level xg. As a consequence, in the multivalued case, level f′(x)g

may change with xg, even if the component g is not auto-regulated in the initial
dynamics f and all its regulators levels remain the same. Finally, the regulatory
network Rf′ of the modified dynamics may contain extra auto-regulations with
regard to the initial regulatory network Rf .

3.2 Application to the p-53-Mdm2 network

To illustrate and further discuss the Van Ham Boolean mapping of multivalued
logical regulatory graphs, we chose the model defined in [1]. It describes the
interactions between the tumour suppressor protein p53 with its main negative
regulator, the ubiquitin ligase Mdm2. This is represented in its nuclear and
cytoplasmic forms. The nuclear form of Mdm2 down-regulates the level of active
p53, which in turn up-regulates the level of cytoplasmic Mdm2 and inhibits its
nuclear translocation (see [1, 6] for further details and references).

As in [1], P, Mn and Mc stand for proteins p53, nuclear Mdm2 and cyto-
plasmic Mdm2, respectively. This regulatory network is shown in Figure 2.

In the course of the modelling process, the evolution function is defined by
specifying the behaviour of each component, i.e. the level it tends to, depending
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Table 1: Evolution function for the p53 network. On the left hand side, the
configurations x and the evolution function f(x) are considered in the multi-
valued case (only p53 takes three values, the two other variables are Boolean).
The right part of the table displays the Boolean mapping b0(x) and the associ-
ated evolution function fb0(b0(x)). Notation P1 (resp. P2) denotes the Boolean
component associated to value 1 (resp. 2) of P.

x f(x)

P M
c

M
n

P M
c

M
n

0 0 0 2 0 1
1 0 0 2 0 0
2 0 0 2 1 0
0 1 0 2 0 1
1 1 0 2 0 1
2 1 0 2 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 1
2 1 1 0 1 1

b0(x) fb0
(b0(x))

P
1

P
2

M
c

M
n

P
1

P
2

M
c

M
n

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

on the levels of its regulators. In the p53/Mdm2 network, since P regulates two
components (Mn and Mc), there is no reason to assume that the level of P
beyond which it influences Mn is equal to that beyond which it influences Mc.
Abou-Jaoudé et al. thus proposed that this variable could take values 0, 1 and 2
(whereas Mn and Mc are Boolean). They further considered different evolution
functions, depending on whether P acts on Mn above its first threshold and on
Mc above its second threshold (or the other way around) and depending on the
combined effects of P and Mc on Mn. Table 1 explicitly defines f one of these
evolution functions, together with its conjugated Boolean function fb0 obtained
with the mapping b0.

Conversely, as explained in Section 2.1, it is possible to derive the regulatory
network of an evolution function. From f given in Table 1, it is possible to
recover the regulatory network of Figure 2. For example, we can infer that P
inhibits Mn above its first threshold since f([100])Mn− f([000])Mn = −1, whereas
P activates Mc only above its second threshold since f([200])Mc− f([100])Mc = 1
while f([100])Mc − f([000])Mc = 0. This corresponds to the situation depicted in
Figure 2 (a) in [1].

As for the dynamics, it is worth to note the impact of the stepwise assump-
tion. For example, in the multivalued case, the configuration [000], which image
by f is [201] has two successors ([100] and [001]) in the asynchronous updat-
ing and a unique successor ([101]) in the synchronous updating (see Figure 2,
top). In the Boolean counterpart, the configuration [0000], which image by fb0

is [1101] has also two successors ([1000] and [0001]) in the asynchronous up-
dating (recalling that the configuration [0100] is not admissible), implementing
the same behaviour as in the multivalued model; whereas the unique successor
[1101] of [0000] in the synchronous updating corresponds to the configuration
[201], opposing the stepwise assumption (as P’s level goes from 0 directly to 2).
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000 100
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011 111

001 101
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010 110

000 100

210

200

011 111

001 101
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201
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P1

Mc
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0010 1010

0000 1000

1110

1100

0011 1011

0001 1001

1111

1101

0010 1010

0000 1000

1110

1100

0011 1011

0001 1001

1111

1101

Figure 2: The p53/Mdm2 network. Top, the multivalued regulatory networkRf

(f is defined in Table 1), together with the asynchronous and synchronous STG
of f. In the regulatory network on the left, normal arrows denote activatory
interactions, whereas blunt arrows denote inhibitory interactions. Rectangular
node P is multivalued while circular nodes Mc and Mn are Boolean. Finally, arc
labels indicate the source level for which the interaction is active (by default,
this label is 1 and is omitted). Bottom, the Boolean version of the p53/Mdm2
networkRfb0

inferred from fb0 and the corresponding STG encompassing all the
admissible states. In the asynchronous STG, dotted edges emphasize a transient
cycle (which is lost in the synchronous updating mode). In the synchronous
STG, multiple arrows denote multiple changes. The stable state (conserved for
all updating modes) is displayed in a double frame.

4 Conclusions and prospects

A number of Boolean mappings have been studied by the computer science com-
munity (see e.g. [2]), some of them considering a logarithmic rather than linear
number of Boolean variables. Hence, it was debatable whether some mapping
more compact than the one proposed by Van Ham in [28] could be considered
to map multivalued to Boolean variables representing levels of regulatory com-
ponents. In this paper, we have proved that the Van Ham mapping, b0, which
uses a number of Boolean variables linear with the total number of levels in the
initial dynamics, constitutes the sole mapping, up to switching 0 an 1 in some
of the Boolean components or to add constant Boolean components, satisfying
a number of requirements: one-to-one, neighbour preservation and regulatory
structure conservation.

Given an evolution function f and its conjugate fb0 , their associated state
transition graphs (STG) are isomorphic if defined under an asynchronous up-
dating. In the synchronous case, both STG are still isomorphic if f relates any
configuration x to a configuration f(x) which components differ from those of
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x by at most one (that is to say ∀g ∈ G, |f(x)g − xg| ≤ 1). When it is not
the case, it is always possible to consider a modified function f′ such that the
STG of f′ and of f′b0

are isomorphic (cf. the end of Subsection 3.1). But the
regulatory networks Rf and Rf′ are not the same. This problem relates to the
reverse-engineering of regulatory networks from dynamics described as (partial)
STG, for which there is still work to do.

It is worth noting that the Van Ham’s Boolean mapping could be easily
implemented in a software like GINsim, which allows the definition and analysis
of logical models [14].

Finally, we would like to stress the potential interest in studying Boolean
counterparts of multivalued logical models. In the introduction, we have already
suggested the fact that methods dedicated to Boolean networks could then be
used. Here we would like to remark that the Boolean mapping, by itself, could
provide some insights in the functioning of regulatory circuits by, in a way,
disentangling them. The role of regulatory circuits in the emergence of essential
dynamical properties is well recognized [24]. These are known to be responsible
for the generation of multi-stationarity (for positive circuits) or oscillations (for
negative circuits). In Figure 2, the negative circuit in Rf , between P, Mc and
Mn, is defined for higher levels of P. This indicates that the Boolean mapping
could be a way to disentangle intertwined regulatory circuits, facilitating the
understanding of their dynamical roles. Indeed, the analysis of circuits is more
difficult in the multivalued case and formal results were mainly established for
Boolean networks.
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